API Security
For M2M APIs
Securing machine-to-machine (M2M) APIs and internal
traﬃc is just as important as protecting against external
attacks, yet often overlooked. Noname Security uniquely
provides comprehensive protection, inside and out.

Complete API Security: Inside and Out
Noname Security protects APIs in real-time and helps to detect vulnerabilities and misconﬁgurations before
they can be exploited. The Noname API Security Platform works with your existing API gateways, load
balancers, and WAFs to offer deep visibility and security with non-disruptive, out of band integrations.
Gain total visibility of machine-to-machine APIs
●

Discover all M2M APIs, both known and unknown.

●

Identify which M2M APIs handle sensitive data or expose company assets through partners.

●

Trace data ﬂows to better understand misconﬁgurations and potential vulnerabilities in context.

●

Find internet-facing or misrouted M2M APIs jeopardizing your organization's security.

Verify compliance with best practices and regulatory requirements
●

Verify that authentication best practices are enforced.

●

Ensure authorization and data policies are properly set for all partners/M2M APIs.

●

Actively test APIs to minimize the attack surface and ensure policy compliance.

Secure traﬃc in real-time
●

Detect credential stuﬃng and theft.

●

Identify all abnormalities or anomalous behaviors of your M2M APIs.

●

Automatically block threat actors and every attempt to scrape/exploit your APIs.

API Security Posture

Detection and Response

Secure API Code

Inventory every API, including legacy
and shadow APIs, with data
classiﬁcation.

Behavioral-based models for runtime
API threat detection.

Continuously test APIs to identify
API risks before they emerge.

Automated and semi-automated
blocking and remediation of threats.

Automated and dynamic test
development with integration into
CI/CD pipelines.

Identify misconﬁgurations and
vulnerabilities in source code, network
conﬁguration, and policy.
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Noname’s Approach to API Security
Discover All APIs, Data, and Metadata
Find and inventory every kind of API, including HTTP, RESTful, GraphQL, SOAP,
XML-RPC, and gRPC. Discover legacy and rogue APIs not managed by an API
gateway, and catalogue API attributes and metadata.

Analyze API Behavior and Detect API Threats
Use automated AI-based detection to identify the broadest set of API
vulnerabilities, including data leakage, data tampering, misconﬁgurations,
data policy violations, suspicious behavior, and attacks.

Prevent Attacks, Remediate API Vulnerabilities
Prevent attacks in real-time, ﬁx misconﬁgurations, automatically update ﬁrewall
rules, webhook into your WAFs to create new policies against suspicious
behavior, and integrate with existing workﬂows (including ticketing and SIEMs).

Actively Test APIs Before Production
Most applications are tested before they are deployed into production. Most
APIs are not. Actively test APIs as part of the software development lifecycle to
identify issues before production.
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Noname Security creates the most powerful, complete, and easy-to-use API
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security platform that helps enterprises discover, analyze, remediate, and
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test all legacy and modern APIs. Fortune 500 companies trust the Noname
API Security Platform to protect their environments from API attacks,
vulnerabilities, and misconﬁgurations. Noname is a privately held company
headquartered in Palo Alto, California, with an oﬃce in Tel Aviv.

